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CoRoT is the first space mission providing 

- ultra-high precision photometry

- long monitoring

- very high duty cycle

- search for and analysis of exoplanet transits

- asteroseismology

- many other objectives: stellar rotation, activity, etc…

- CoRoT has opened up a new way to study

exoplanets and stars

- Like all pioneers, it will be followed  by further

space missions

cf this morning’s lectures!



BRITE constellation

2 nano-satellites in low earth orbit

(Canada + Austria)

~2 month monitoring of bright targets

targets = bright mV ! 4 stars

3 cm aperture CCD photometer

field = 24°

launch: 2009

objective: asteroseismology of

bright stars



Kepler

Schmidt telescope 0.95m

f.o.v. = 105  deg2

100,000 target stars

9 < mV < 14

one single field

4 yr operation

Objective: exoplanet detection, 

down to 1Rearth @ 1AU

includes an asteroseismology programme

(on brightest targets)

Launch: 2009



TESS

Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite

NASA SMEX

6 cameras 18°, 12cm

2 yr operation

targets = bright stars!

FGK dwarfs: V ! 4.5

all sky survey

step & stare observation strategy

40,000 deg2

2,500,000 target stars

no seismology

launch: 2012



Several space photometric missions

- asteroseismology of bright stars

- detection of exoplanet transits

- extended exoplanet databases

But how well can we characterize the

detected exoplanets (Mp, Rp, orbit, age, …) ?
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P: period; R*: star radius; a: semi major axis; !: transit latitude

geometrical probability : Pr = R*/a
transit duration :  Tr = (P/") (R*/a) cos!  

transit depth :  "F/F = (Rp / R* )
2 

Kepler third law: M1/3/R* = (4"2/GP2)1/3 (a/R*)

1. ! from transit profile

2. R*/a from transit duration

3. Rp/R* from transit depth

4. M1/3/R* from 3rd law

(5. Mp/M*
2/3 from Vrad) 

Planet characterization through transit analysis

Rp, a, Mp, can be determined if R*, M*, LB are known

cf M. Deleuil’s lecture

age (planet) = age (star)

observables:

- orbital period

- transit depth

- transit duration

- transit profile



How well can we characterize host stars of CoRoT exoplanets?

Internal chemical composition is uncertain: cf C. Charbonnel’s lecture!

example: atomic diffusion

without atomic diffusion with atomic diffusion

other sources of uncertainty, e.g. rotational mixing 



How well can we characterize host stars of CoRoT exoplanets?

impact of uncertainty on metallicity for mass determination

from A. Noels’

lecture on Monday



How well can we characterize host stars of CoRoT exoplanets?

- M* determination not better than 15%

- age essentially undetermined need for seismic analysis

evolutionary diagram Teff vs M1/3/R

uncertainty on age

CoRoT-exo2b

mV=12.6



Why do we need a seismic analysis of host stars?

error on mass < 2%

model independent!

0.8 Msolar

error on age < 10%

6.0 Gyr, Zsolar+25%

0.9 Msolar

inversion of oscillation frequencies

r/R

#
6.0 Gyr, Zsolar

6.6 Gyr, Zsolar

1. radius and mass

- radius from Gaia: L = 4#R2$T4 
    confirmed by seismology
- mass from seismic analysis ! %(r), 
    in a model independent way:

&nl = f (c
2='1P/%)

&nl ! %(r)

cf M.A. Dupret’s lecture!

evolution ! He+metal ! µ ! c ! &nl

2. age

model dependent 
(in particular on chemical composition), 
BUT final uncertainty on age remains small:
< 10% , i.e. much better than classical 
determinations (uncertainties: 50-100%)

cf A. Noels’ lecture!



Seismic analysis of exoplanet host stars is needed

Impossible for targets of CoRoT and Kepler: 

too faint (mV = 13-15) !

Need 2nd generation mission
- to detect extended samples of exoplanetary systems

- to perform seismic analysis of their central stars

- to characterize exoplanets by transit analysis, with

known host star characteristics

These are the goals of PLATO



The science objectives of PLATO
PLAnetary Transits & Oscillations of stars

main objective : evolution of exoplanetary systems (= planets + host stars)

PLATO = next generation mission for ultra-high precision  photometry

   for exoplanet search and stellar seismology

under assessment study at ESA in framework of Cosmic Vision programme

- a complete & precise characterisation of host stars is necessary to
measure exoplanet properties: mass, radius, age

- compare planetary systems at various stages of evolution
- correlation of planet evolution with that of their host stars

= comparative exoplanetology

needed observations :
1. detection & characterisation of planetary transits

2. seismic analysis of exoplanet host stars

3. complementary ground based follow-up (spectroscopy)

- exoplanet detection
- Porb, Rp/R*, R*/a, M

1/3/R* 

- exoplanet confirmation
- Mp/M*

2/3

- chemical composition of host stars
- … and of exoplanet atmospheres

- R*, M*, age
- interior

()*+,&



Scientific Requirements

high level science requirements

- photometry of > 100,000 bright (mV!11) stars with noise level < 2.7e-5 in 1hr

- … of > 400,000 MS stars (mV!13-14) with noise level < 8.0e-5 in 1hr

- … of ~ 1000 very bright stars (mV"4) 

- very long monitoring: " 3 years

- duty cycle > 95%

main instrument requirements

- very wide field:  > 550 deg2 (CoRoT: 4 deg2; Kepler: 100 deg2)

- 2 successive fields (2 x 3y) + step & stare phase (1y: 4 fields x 3 months)

- large collecting area

- very low instrumental noise, in particular satellite jitter ! 0.2 arcsec 

requirements for ground- and space-based follow-up

- high precision radial velocity measurements: false-alarm elimination, mass measurement

- high resolution spectroscopy: chemical composition

- transit spectroscopy (cf A. Lecavelier’s talk!); differential spectroscopy: exoplanet atmospheres

= 1 ppm in 30 d
= req. seismic analysis= req. for 1Rearth



The instrumental concept of PLATO

(model payload)

- ensemble of 28 telescopes with 10cm pupil
- each equipped with 4 CCD 3854 x 3854 x 18µ

- field of view: 557 deg2

- all telescopes observe the same field 
- 26 identical: cadence 30 sec, white light

 dynamical range mV = 8 - 14
- 2 specific: 1 sec, frame transfer, 2 broadband filters

dynamical range mV = 4 - 8

injection into large Lissajous L2 orbit
continuous observation, field rotation every 3 months

Assessment study is ongoing
New design (fully dioptric) is being studied



The PLATO telescopes

2 mirrors + 2-lens corrector
field:   557deg2 
collecting area : 0.0103 m2



 The PLATO focal planes

26 identical focal planes «#faint stars#» 2 specific focal planes «#bright stars#»

4 x 3584 x 3584 x 18µ

pixel: 12 - 14.5 arcsec

field: 550 deg2

PSF: 2 x 2 pixels

cadence: 30 sec

4 frame transfer CCD

cadence: 1 sec

pre-amp

ADC

bias & 

clock drive

telescope 

DPU

telescope 

controller

pre-amp

ADC

bias & 

clock drive

telescope 

DPU

telescope 

controller

central onboard 

computer (ICU)

global instrument control, light curve average

proximity
electronics

& DPU

- CCD control
- aperture
photometry



Performances

   PLATO-exo
= 200 x CoRoT 
= 4 x Kepler (for given noise level)
= 30 x Kepler (for given magnitude)

   PLATO-seismo
= 1000 x CoRoT 
= 100 x Kepler

414.0100,0000.411.62,000312.2378,000619,0008.0 e-5

412.816,000311.060,00098,0003.6 e-5

412.212,0000.47.550310.547,50078,0002.7 e-5

yearsmVMS

stars

yearsmVMS

stars

yearsmVMS

stars

starsnoise

level

in 1 hr

KeplerCoRoTPLATO

estimate of PLATO performances,
accounting for contamination by neighbouring sources:

1 ppm in 30d
solar-like 
oscillations

1 Rearth

detection



Performances

telluric planets

around stars up to A-type with mV=10.5

(45,000 stars)

planets down to 0.6 Rearth

around G-type stars with mV=10.5

with seismic analysis

(20,000 stars)

planets down to 1 Rearth

around late-type stars with mV=12.2

(>350,000 stars)

Depth of transit

detected at 3 $

if duration = 10h



Performances

2 « fast » telescopes 26 « normal » telescopes

mV = 10.5

50,000 stars

3 years



Conclusions

understand the evolution of stars and their planets 

Following on CoRoT footsteps,
future photometric space missions will provide:

- more complete and unbiased databases of exoplanetary systems 
- extended toward small planets (<1Rearth) 
- and longer period orbits (>1 yr)
- accurate and reliable characterization of planet host stars
- ideal tools to study stellar evolution via asteroseismology

now is the time to start working in the areas of 
exoplanets and stellar evolution !!





- to Scientific Organizing Committee

- to all lecturers and speakers

- to students

Final words

Thank you !!

Thanks



- Paris Observatory

- Ecole Doctorale

- CIAS

- THALES-ALENIA-SPACE

- CNES through CoRoT project

- French Ministery of Research and Higher Education

- EDP Sciences

Sponsors of the International School on CoRoT astrophysics

Thank you !!



Local Organizing Committee

   
    * A. Gomez (Paris Observatory) (chair)

    

    * D. Pelat (Paris Observatory) (co-chair)

    * J. Plancy (Paris Observatory) (secretary)

    * S. Chaintreuil (Paris Observatory)

    * S. Athiel (Paris Observatory)

    * S. Deheuvels (Paris Observatory)

    * M. Fulchignoni (Paris Observatory)

    * C. Imad (Paris Observatory)

    * A. Le Guérer (Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris)

    * R. Ouazzani (Paris Observatory)

    * N. Romain (Paris Observatory)

     …

    

Thank you !!

Thank you !!

Thank you !!

Thank you !!

Thank you !!


